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ABSTRACT
For red giants we find a smooth increase in the ni-
trogen to carbon abundance rauo for increasing B-V as
is expected for the first dredge up phase when the outer
convection zone deepens. We find an average increase m
the mtrogen to silicon ratio for B-V _ 0.6 which surpris-
ingly goes back to almost solar values for cool grants with
B - V _ 1.0. It looks as if Si would be enriched for deeper
mixing contrary to expectations from standard evolution
theory.
Key words: Transition Layers, Giants, Carbon-Nitrogen
Abundances.
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1981 (Ref. 1) Luck and Lambert found that in
supergiants and Cepheids the element abundance ratios
of nitrogen to carbon were enhanced while the sum re-
mained constant. At the same time they found that the
C_3/CJ2 ratio was also increased as expected if mixing
in the stars had brought CNO cycle processed elements
to the surface. In 1981 Lambert and Ries (Ref. 2) found
the same situation for giants with B - V_>0.65. In both
cases they found stronger enrichments than expected from
standard evolution theory. These element abundance de-
terminations applied spectrum synthesis to reproduce the
molecular bands of CN, C2. and NH. For stars with some-
what higher temperatures the infrared C and N lines were
studied. Spectrum synthesis of molecular bands requires
a good understanding of the temperature stratification
near the temperature minimum, which may be somewhat
uncertain. The infrared lines originate from rather high
excitation levels and are therefore vulnerable to non LTE
effects. It therefore seems good to verify the peculiar CN
abundances in giants and supergiants by an independent
analysis which is provided by the emission lines of the
transitmn layers between stellar chromospheres and coro-
nae.
2. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
2 1 Theoretical background
In an earlier paper we investigated th(, energy equilib-
rmm in the lower transition layer with 30,000K < T <
1 3 • 10SK. The energy input E,n per cm a and sec is sup-
posedly due to the damping of a mechanical energy flux
Fro, which means
dFm Fm
E,_ = -div F m = - d---h- = 4-_- (1)
where A is the damping length k may vary with height
h in the atmosphere. Choosing T (h) as the independent
variable we approximate the hmght dependence of A by
A = Ao. T ° (2)
where a is a parameter which can be determined from
the emission line fluxes of lines originating at different
temperatures (Ref. 4). The energy loss is due to radiative
losses Erad per cm 3 and sec which in this temperature
range can be approximated by
E_d - dFr _ n_. B- T o (3)dh
with _ _ 1.9 + 0.1 and B is a constant. From Era d = E m
we derive for the temperature stratification (Refs. 3, 4)
T3+__ 2 _ F m k 2 1
Ao. B p2 (4)
and
dh (_ + a - 2) • Rg • T 1
dlnT - 2#geff (1 - _H) (5)2_
The surface fluxes F L of optically thin emission lines
are given by
FL = C(L,T). A(el) • Jn_dh = C(L,T). A(el)- Em(T ) (6)
hi
where C(L, T) depends on the collisional excitation cross
section for the upper energy level of the line transition (L
stands for hne), A(el) is the element abundance relative
to hydrogen of the line emitting element and Em(T ) =
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h 2
_nedh is the soealled emission measure. The integral has
hi
to be extended over the height interval over which the
line is emitted, which corresponds to an interval in height
over which the temperature changes by approximately a
factor of two or over which Aln T _ 0.7
Comparing the line fluxes of two lines of a given ele-
ment, for instance, the line flux of the CII lines at 1335
J_ which originate at a layer with an average temperature
around T1 = 35,000K and the C IX." line fluxes originating
at an average temperature aroun(t T2 = 105K we find
With
FL(1335h) C(1335A,TI) Era(T,)
FL(1550h) C(1550,-_. T2) EmiT2)
(7)
Em(TI) (T2_ -(/3"-a- I) _(T1)
E,,,(T2) - \T,/ _(T2) (8)
From the study of many main sequence stars and gi-
ants we find empirically the relation
Em(Ti) (T2) -12=°2Em(T2)- T_l (9)
fits the observations best. Writing g:(T1)/c:(T2) =
(,_)'_. We thus obtain tS+o- 1 +h _ 1.24-02.
We can then determine the temperature dependence
of the elms_ion measures for the stars under investiga-
tion. Using solar element abundances we have plotted
in figure 1 left and center part, the emission measures
for main sequence and hlminosity class IV stars as de-
rived from the transition layer elnission lines of CII, C IV
and NV (1240 :_) originating at T3 = 1.5 . 10SK as a
function of the average temperature of the layer in which
these lines origmate. Withm the expected measuring un-
certainty (_ 25% for each line) these emission measures
fall very well along the line given by equation (9). For
our adopted solar Si abundance of log (S1/H) = -4.4 the
emission measure calculated from the Sl II lines at 1400
J_ (formed at T4 _ 75,000K) by means of the CL (1400
X, T4) which are given by Jordan and Brown (Ref. 5)
came out too large which might indicate a large Si abun-
dance However Si III lines often give too small emlssmn
measures. This problem was discussed earlier by Hartman
et al. (Ref. 6). It _s suspected that the CL(1400/_,T4)
are in error. We have applied an empirical correctmn of
AlogCL(1400, T4) = +0.5• This correction puts the enfis-
sion measures for the SilV line_ on the _nle _traight line
with the other emission measures for all roam sequence
stars.
2.2 A_b_undanc_e.determinatmns [_¢)r giants and supergiants
Comparing now _urface line fluxes for different lines
we find for instance
FL(NIV) C(1240, T3) A(N) Em(T3)
FL(CIV) C(1550, T2) A(C) Era(T2)
A(N) / A(C) A<,(N) Em(T:I)
= constant "_'A:.(C) A,_(C_j" Em(TTj (9)
With the ratios of the ew.isslon measures known from
equation (8) and the ratms of the C(L.T,) known from
atomic physics (Ref. 5) the relative abundances of the el-
ements as compared to solar abundances can be directly
determined from the measured ratio of the surface fluxes
FL [which is of course the same as the ratio of the ob-
served fluxes fL)-
with the other eln,ssion measures for all maul sequeue(,
stars.
2 2 Abundance deternlmations for glant._ and .',upergiants
(_omparing now surface line fluxes for different lines
we find for instance
FL(N IX(} = (_!(_1240:T_:2). A(N'). Em(_T.3)
FL(C IV) (:(1550, T2 A(C) Em(T2)
A(N) A(C) A®(N) Em(T3)
= constant • A_/Ac(C) • Ao(C ) • Em(T2) (9)
With the ratios of the emission measures known from
equation (8) and the ratios of the C(L,T,) known from
atomic physics (Ref. 5) the relative abundances of the el-
ements as compared to solar abundances can be directly
determined from the measured ratio of the surface fluxes
F L (which is of course the same as the ratio of the ob-
served fluxes fL)-
n" A(N)
We use a graphical method: we calculate _ •
1_, ),(c)
Era(T3) and "-_'Ao(C) ' Em(T2) from the C IV lines as well
A(C)
as lOgA(c© ) • Em(Tl) froln the C II lines using equation (6)
for the different elelnents These quantities are plotted
as a function of log T_ For solar abundances they should
fall on a straight line determined by equation (9). For
non solar abundances the dewations from this relation
show directly the abundance differences as compared to
solar abundances.
In figure 1 (right hand part) we show the results
for some supergmnts which have also been studied by
Luck and Lambert (Ref. 1) For these stars the values of
_(el)
log _I)'Em(T') indicated by the symbols do not follow a
straight line. We draw the best fit line with the tempera-
ture exponent -1.2, as given by equation (9), through the
carbon points. The deviation of the N (V) point from this
line yields directly the Alog N/C as compared to solar
abundances. In the same way we can read off the Alog c
• . I
which for all these stars Is negative. \Ve thus see dlrect,_'
the depletion of carbon and the enrichment of nitrogen in
these stars as compared to the Si abundance.
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Figure 1. The temperature dependence for the ennssion
measures of solar abundance main sequence and lu-
minosity class IV stars is shown left hand and center.
We generally find Em zc T-12:°2 In the right hand
figure we show the apparent emission measures for
some giants and supergiants obtained by assuming
solar abundances the apparent excess in the emls-
s{on measures for the Si IV and N V lines is due to
larger abundance ratios N/(" and Si/C. For increased
abundance ratios as shown on the right hand side. the
emission measnre_ agree with the T _ _ relation
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3 RESULTS 3.2 Tilt" changes 111 'Lhe nitrogen to slhctm abundance
r_iiibs
3 1 The changes m the nitrogen to carl)on abundance
rat 1o%
In figure 2 we compare the values log_ - Iog_i: for
stars for whwtl element abundances were deternfined 1)y
Lambert and collat)oralors I)y means of i)hotospherw
analysis with lhe abun(hmce ratios determined from the
transitmn layerennssum lines. \Vntlm _lle limits of er-
ror wt, find very good agre('m('nt, though the al,undance
change,, found t)y u_ art' somewhat ',mailer (Alog( N-,
-0.2) than Iho',e tbun(t by Luck aim Lamt)ert.
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Figure 2 The ph()to, pherl( excess abundance ratios, as
colnparet] to aolar _ll)lllld_lllCe ralios of allLrogen tO
(arbon. o})tame(l by Lamb(,rt and Rws 1981 and Luck
and Lambert. are COmlmred with tilt' one_ found from
the transition layer hnt,s \Vilhin th(' linms of error
for bt)dl studw_ (shOWll dt flip lower right corner) the
;t_reenlent is (tUlle good
Ill figure 3 we have plotted the Alog(N/C) as a func-
tion of B-V for all the giants stu(hed by us For 13 - V >
0 6 we find a _l()x_ increase In 51og(_ as expected for mix-
ing by a deepening outer convection ZOlle when the star.,,
exi)and and become cooler We find sonw _,lars which do
nol ',trwll 5 folloxx t}li_ trend qevt,ra] of t]loae ],ave v(,ry
xx(ak and 111 (h,fi,,led ('Illl''lOll ]lZle-
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Figure 3 The excess abundan(e ratios of nitrogen to car-
ben as conq)ared to solar abun(lances are shovvn for
grants as a functioil ofthmr B-V colors The nitrogen
to carbon ratio increases sznoothly for cooler stars
From staildard stellar evolution theory we do not ex-
pert to see any changes in the silicon abundances when
the stars evolve to become red giants. We should there-
fore 1)e able to read off directly the increase in mtrogen
abundances from the abmldance ratio N/St Unfortu-
nately th(' $1 IV ]lne£ are generall3 weak and not very
well defined. They sometimes al)t)ear to l)e 1)lended with
neighboring, unidentified lme_ The results (hacus_ed here
art, therefore generally less rehash, lhan those dlscu_sed
in the prevmus section
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Figure 4 The excess abundance ratios ofmtrogen to salt-
con. as coln[)ared to solar ones, are t)lotted as a func-
tmn of B-V for tile stars utu(lwd here A decreasing
ratio se(,ms to be indicated for the cooler starb but IS
hard to understand theoretically Perhaps the SIIV
hnes are blended with other lines
In figur(' 4 we show the changes in the N/St abun-
dance rat_t)s as a function of B-V \Ve do not see the
sznoot]_ lncreas(, expected according to figure 3. The N/S_
ratio al)l)ears to increase at B - V - 0.6 t)111 then de-
crea'_e'_ again for cooler stars. It seein_ thai the silicon
abundances increases even more than the nitrogen abun-
dances Since the 5;)IV hnes behave somewhat unusualit
is not imposslbh, thai the ionization anti excitation condi-
tmns for these lines could change or that a blend with an
unknown hne could lead to false results Perhaps a blend
w_th the _('mi-forbidden OIV] line at 1402 _ could cause
th(' probh'm
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Figure 5. The abundance ratios of carbon to silicon as
compared to the solar ones are shown as a function
of B-V The decrease of carbon abundances for cooler
stars zs obvious. If the Si IV hnes appear too strong
t)ecaus(, of blending the actual decrease of the carbon
to sflwtm ratio will be less steep than seen here.
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In figure 5 we show the ratio of c as a function of
DI
B-V. We see the decrease of the carfon abundances for
the cooler stars as expected if CNO processed material
is mixed to the surface. The decrease is steeper than ex-
pected probably due to the same increase in the Si IV line
strengths as discussed in the previous paragraph.
4. SUMMARY
We have shown that relative element abundances can
be determined from the emission line fluxes of lines orig-
inating in the lower transition layers. We confirm the in-
crease in the N ratio for cool stars found earlier by Luck
_7
and Lambert and Lambert and Rms.
Our method of analysis offers a simple way to deter-
mine N ratios for all stars with transition layer emission
lines.
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